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Foreword
This issue of Theoretical Computer Science is composed mainly of papers submitted by participants of the Dagstuhl-
Seminar on Spatial Representation: Discrete vs. Continuous Computational Models. The workshop took place in the
International Conference and Research Center Schloss Dagstuhl in the last week of August 2004. It was the third in a
series of Dagstuhl-Seminars in the area of Topology in Computer Science started in 2000.
Topological notions and methods are used in various areas of the physical sciences and engineering, and therefore
computer processing of topological data is important. Separate from this, but closely related, are computer science uses
of topology: applications to programming language semantics and computing with exact real numbers are important
examples. The seminar concentrated on an important approach, which is basic to all these applications, i.e. spatial
representation. Due to the digital nature of most applications, the structures used in computer science are different from
themathematical structures that are classically used in engineering and that are based on the continuum.Typical features
of these digital structures are asymmetry and partiality. Whereas classical spaces contain only the ideal elements that
are the result of a computation (approximation) process, spaces that also allow reasoning on such processes in a formal
way must as well contain the partial (and ﬁnite) objects appearing during a computation. Only they can be observed in
ﬁnite time.
The seminar was devoted to the study of several topological structures. The leading example of such is the domain
(in Scott’s sense), and it is closely related to locales. Here, the ﬁnitely observable properties of a process are the primary
objects of study. The ideal entities, which are the ﬁrst class citizens of classical mathematical structures, are obtained
as derived objects. These have given rise to a constructive treatment of topological spaces, Formal Topology.
Constructive theories have the important property that algorithms can be derived from their proofs. One of their
typical features is that besides equality a further basic relation is used, apartness, which is stronger than inequality.
The intuition is that two objects are apart if they can be separated by disjoint open sets.
A continuous model of spatial representation to represent a classical space is usually found by representing it as
the space of maximal points of a suitable domain, possibly with additional structure such as a partial metric or a
measurement. This gives a handle on the computational aspects of the spaces. Several researchers have started to apply
this scheme, or variations of it, in the foundations of physics.
Viewing space (or space–time) by the use of domains is a clear case of the application of ideas derived from computer
science in the direction of physics. There are several other reasons for wanting to consider discrete models of space and
time. For the purposes of digital computation, this scarcely needs elaboration. It is striking that, motivated in particular
by problems in quantum gravity, several theoretical physicists have proposed discrete spatio-temporal models which
are strikingly reminiscent of those seen in computer science (though developed independently). For example, we can
compare the causal sets of physics with event structures and other process models in computer science. It is hardly
surprising that posets and graphs ﬁgure extensively in discrete models, whatever the discipline. Going beyond these
basic structures, we have (abstract) simplicial complexes, extensively used for spatial modelling in computer science,
but also proposed in physics. The question may be asked: What is the relation between these basic discrete structures
and the more conventional continuous models? The latter should be obtainable in some sense in the limit from the
former, and the inverse limit construction within an appropriate category, is often involved in the construction. Early
such topological constructions due to Alexandroff and Freudenthal (in the 1920s and 1930s) seemed irrelevant and
were largely ignored for many years. Later, similar constructions were discovered in topology (Kopperman/Wilson),
computer science (Smyth), shape theory (Porter), and physics (Sorkin, Raptis), among others.
Another such basic discrete structure is the matroid; these are most often seen in computer science in connection with
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combinatorial algorithms.Theywere important in this seminar due to their use as framework for geometry. This program
has been carried out extensively by Faure and Frölicher, in the development of projective geometry. Independently,
several researchers have worked with (mainly, oriented) matroids to develop an axiomatic discrete geometry suitable
for image processing and other applications. It might be objected that matroids are by deﬁnition ﬁnite, and thus too
restricted for a foundations of geometry, but in fact it is easy to extend the deﬁnition to allow inﬁnite matroids, by
considering them as certain closure spaces.
It was the aim of this and earlier Dagstuhl Seminars on Topology in Computer Science to bring together people
working in different ﬁelds and to foster interaction between them. This time we saw 43 participants from Canada,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Poland, Russia, Slovenia, South Africa,
United Kingdom and USA.
We heard talks on domain theory, geometry, logic and constructive approaches, topology as well as in the newly
emerging area that interrelates theoretical computer science with the foundations of physics.
The atmosphere was very friendly, but the discussions were most lively. During the breaks and till late in the night,
participants also gathered in smaller groups for continuing discussions, communicating new results and exchanging
ideas.
As usual there are many people to be thanked. First of all we want to thank the institute and its staff, both in
Saarbrücken and in Dagstuhl, for the excellent work they did to make it all run smoothly in an efﬁcient but always
pleasant and friendly manner. Moreover, thanks are due to the referees for having taken over the burden of carefully
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